Our services

Our advantages
 We are software development company +
marketing agency. We develop the project and
apply marketing metrics for each stage software
development.
 We are focused on results.
 Our development center located in the Eastern
Europe.
 We are responsible partner.
 Reasonable
optimization.

prices

due

to

the

cost

 Flexibility in the instruments of cooperation.


Our experience. We have an experience in
working with large public and private companies
as well as an operational experience in a wide
range of equipment and technologies.
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Our major domains





Software development with cloud-based architecture;
Software development for security systems;
Software development for sport betting systems;
Cross-platform mobile applications development;

Also we have an experience in the following application domains:











Web applications;
Desktop applications;
Mobile applications;
Information systems;
Security systems;
Firmware solutions;
Electronic commerce;
Social networks;
Economic and financial applications;
Linux (Mono) programming.
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Technologies and development tools
Programming languages:










С#, C++
Object Pascal
PHP
Java
JavaScript
VB.NET, Visual Basic
Python
HTML5

Databases (DBMS):









Interbase/Firebird
Ms SQL Server
MySQL
ElevateDB
dBase, Paradox, FoxPro
Ms Access
Oracle
PostgreSQL

Mobile Applications Development:




iOS
Android
Windows Phone

Tools:







Platforms, frameworks:









.NET Framework 1.1/2.0/3.x/4.x
Compact Framework
Mono
COM/DCOM/ActiveX, OLE
Web Services
XML, HTTP, SOAP
TCP/IP, FTP, UDP
jQuery

Integrated development environments:







Ms Visual Studio 2005/2008/2013/2015
Delphi 5/7/XE7/XE8/10
WebStorm
PhpStorm
Flash Develop
Intel XDK

Web:



IIS, Cassini, XPS
Apache, Tomcat, Nginx

Technologies:
Visual Studio Online
UML
Ms Visio, Ms Project
JIRA
Subversion
AnkhSVN/SmartSVN, GIT
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iBeacon, Estimote Beacon
NFC
Android Wallet
Google Glass
Apple Watch
GSP, GPRS

How to start working with us?
To start working with us you may just call us or send a free-form email specifying
what you need. After that our manager will contact you for details. Our analysts will
evaluate your task, work out the optimal ways of its performance, choose the
necessary technologies and development environment and estimate the scope of
work as well as the terms required for its fulfillment.
We may offer you 2 business models: 1. “Fixed price” it means that we evaluate the
work you need to be done on the basis of a requirement specification and undertake
to fulfill it for a set price and within a specified time; 2. Job at a rate (hourly) in this
case you pay for the hours of work of our programmers, managers, testers, etc. Each
option has its advantages and disadvantages. You have to choose on the basis of
the project specifics, our recommendations and your own decision.

Project progression











Step 1. You apply to us and define your task;
Step 2. Our business analysts draw up an optimal solution, and then depending
on the task formalization they offer a business model and estimate its cost and
time for completion. At this stage we hold negotiations and clarify all the issues
necessary for commencing the works.
Step 3. Architects and designers work out or revise the requirement specification
and choose the technologies and development environment.
Step 4. Formation of a working team: project manager, designers and testers.
Step 5. Coding and modular testing.
Step 6. Comprehensive testing.
Step 7. Elaboration of the technical and in-line documentation.
Step 8. Project handing-over.
Step 9. Maintenance (if required)
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